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Lumpstream Deep Freeze Yallak Translate Stream Room Close Hey guys, I have a laptop with an ATI Radeion Mobility M7 using the fglrx drivers. I was working on a linux partition in partition magic, but when i closed the session to
run it again my laptop shut itself down. I've gotten it back on to some extent, but the graphical changes aren't there, and the glx gears thing is missing. The last line i see on my log file is "signal 11 (SIGSEGV)". Does any one
know how I can get my graphics working again? Thanks. Hello there, I was installing a pc game using the disk with the exe and the setup.exe. I had a problem with the format so I just started over and it works fine except the data
that was already on the disk wouldn't go into the drive that I set up for that folder. It would save it to the original drive. Could that be the problem, or does anyone have an idea for me? Thanks I'm trying to use Ogg Vorbis on
a.mp3 stream, I'm using mp3-0.8.3 and attempting to use the Ogg Vorbis libs from Bioboo. I have the mp3 first, so now I want to read the stream from mp3 then into ogg. I'm using the Vorbis_new function to do that and it seems
to be working fine. But I can only find two methods to send the stream from mp3 to ogg. Using the Ogg_Stream in bioboo is one method. The other is actually using the Ogg_encode method and sending the http headers, params
etc. from an Ogg_encode from http. So I'm trying to get a stream into ogg using vorbis at the moment. I'm using three.js to do a bit of 3D rendering and I wish to play the rendered scene in an ogg stream. I've tried with two
different versions of three.js, one written in js and then the other one that wraps around the pure javascript version. Both versions work fine on their own using the three.js ogg stream reader plugin. But neither version of three.js
renders a scene properly to the vorbis stream to play using the ogg stream reader plugin. My current theory is that the
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